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Abstract

2

We have designed and constructed a high-precision high-stability rotational
stage for the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) ultrasmall-angle x-ray scattering instrument at the Advanced Photon Source
(APS) UNICAT 33-ID beamline experimental station.
The stage includes a PZT actuator, a Pico-motor actuator and a DC-motor
actuator for the crystal holder fine adjustment. An overconstrained weak-link
mechanism provides high structure stiffness and stability. Preliminary
experimental applications with this new rotational stage showed a significant
system stability improvement.
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TABLE 1. Design specifications for the rotational stage for NIST USAXS instrument
Maximum Overall Dimension
Main Shaft Diameter
Mounting Plate SIze
Crystal Holder Size
Number of Angular Alignment Axes
Angular Alignment Resolution (Pitch)
Angular Alignment Resolution (Roll)
Angular Alignment Stability (Pitch)
Angular Alignment Stability (Roll)
Angular Alignment Range (Pitch)
Angular Alignment Range (Roll)

267 mm x 232 mm x 110 mm
10 mm
136 mm x 136 mm
25 mm x 100 mm
2
50 nrad
600 nrad
Drift less than 25 nrad per hour
Drift less than 100 nrad per hour
0.6 degree
2 degree

UNICAT USAXS experimental station
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3-D model of the overconstrained weak-link mechanism

The rotational stage consists of two sub-assemblies: a base structure and a crystal holder. The base
structure includes a compact sine-bar driving mechanism for the crystal pitch alignment, which is the key
component of the whole structure. There are two groups of stacked thin metal weak-link structures mounted
on each side of the base plate. A sine-bar is installed on the center of the planar rotary shaft for the crystal
pitch alignment. Two linear driver are mounted on the base structure serially to drive the sine-bar. The rough
adjustment is performed by a PI DC-motor actuator with a 50-nm step size. A PI closed-loop controlled PZT
with strain gauge position sensor provides 1-nm resolution for the pitch fine alignment. A pair of commercial
flexure bearing is mounted on the crystal holder, and a Picomotor driven structure provides the roll alignment
for the crystal.
maximum displacement 94 µm

maximum von Mises stress 175 MPa

To optimize the system stiffness, we have chosen overconstrained
mechanisms in this design. The precision of the modern photochemical
machining process using lithography techniques makes it possible to
construct a strain-free (or strain-limited) overconstrained mechanism on
the thin metal sheet. By stacking these thin metal weak-link sheets with
align-pins, we can construct a solid complex weak-link structure for a
reasonable cost. In this design, 250-µm-thick stainless steel sheets
were used. Each group consists of twenty weak-link sheets. A 0.6degree adjustment range was reached, which agreed with the finite
element analysis result. A finite element simulation for the wheel-shaped
weak-link displacement under a 0.89-Nm torsion load has been
performed. In this case, the maximum displacement on the weak-link is
94 µm, which corresponds to a 0.25-degree angular motion on the
planar shaft, and the maximum stress in the weak region is 175 MPa,
which is 72 % of the yield stress as defined by von Mises criteria.
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A finite element simulation for the wheel-shaped weak-link displacement under a
0.89-Nm torsion load. The left side shows the distribution of displacement, and the
right side shows the distribution of stress in an enlarged zone.
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